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„
1.
LETTER 
FROM ESG TEAM 

What a year 
this week has been.

Dear Investors, Stakeholders 
and Friends

Welcome to Innova Capital’s sixth annual ESG report.

We are issuing our sixth ESG report in 
very difficult and unpredictable times, 
not only for our portfolio companies, but 
for every individual throughout the world.

The disruptions caused by the Covid-19 
pandemic have been spreading all over 
C&EE during the last weeks. The number 
of identified cases has grown rapidly in 
recent days.  The governments in the re-
gion have been taking strong, proactive 
measures to arrest the spread of the co-
ronavirus. This has been generally ac-
cepted well by the public. 

However, these measures, as well as the 
general changes in behavior in the face 
of the crisis, have put various atypical 
strains on the economy as a whole, and 
on individual businesses.

In such times, the short term ESG focus be-
comes people’s health and survival and 

these issues are the most important fac-
tors we are focusing now.

At Innova, our efforts have been direct-
ed to putting in place processes and re-
sources to make sure we stay on top of 
the developments and can continue to react 
quickly to support our businesses.
 
We have daily communication with our port-
folio, through dedicated working groups, 
to ensure we have timely and accurate 
information from the companies and early 
warning signals on any upcoming chal-
lenges.  

We issued common guidelines to all ma-
nagement teams, with the main objective 
of making sure that in all locations and fa-
cilities, appropriate procedures are put in 
place to adequately protect and support 
all staff.

2019 was generally an intensive year in 
the wider ESG sphere – with specific cases 

relating to ESG due diligence on three 
new companies – and in respect to two 
serious ESG events – which happened.

For the first time we have engaged ERM, 
a well-known consultancy agency in the 
ESG field, which provided us with a com-
prehensive and detailed analysis for one 
of our latest additions to the portfolio, 
EMBE Press and Chemes, two companies 
creating the PLIC S.A. Their findings and 
recommendations were both a good 
lesson for our deal teams on how ESG 
could support business development and 
strategy, and for the portfolio company’s 
management which responded very well 
to the recommendations and immediately 
started implementing them voluntarily.

We will be expanding the review also to 
other Innova/6 companies, with an aim to 
improve ESG measurements and trigger 
value added initiatives.
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We have noted with satisfaction some 
good progress in a number of our com-
panies in 2019:

• At Bakalland, waste management was signifi-
cantly improved compared to 2018

• Trimo reduced its hazardous waste volume by 
15% year on year and its volume-related carbon 
footprint by 6%

• PeP’s work to achieve its high employee satisfac-
tion rating is outlined later in this report

• Netsprint has introduced an initiative to try and 
minimize all forms of waste generated and raise 
awareness of sustainability

• The management of Energobit has successfully
implemented a Code of Conduct across the whole 
group in 2019

• At Inelo/OCRK the company is now able to mea-
sure a KPI intended to estimate Inelo/OCRK’s im-
pact on the ‘grey’ transportation sector.

Over the year we have experienced also
two particularly difficult situations in our 
portfolio.

In November there was a significant fire 
in Flokk’s operations in Poland which de-
stroyed completely one of the produc-
tion plants. The production was in ope- 
ration at the time, but due to the smoothly
run rescue operation, there were no casu-
alties. Governance proved to work well 
in the organization with a crisis manage-
ment team established instantly and very 
effectively working on dealing with the 
causes of the fire or seeking alternative 
production/outsourcing solutions. 
During the unavoidable redundancy pro-
gram resulting from the fire, the compa-
ny offered settlements above the mini-
mum statutory requirements, and assisted 
with outplacement programs.

In the same month there was a sad accident 
in PEKAES. An employee lost his life after 
breaching security rules in the transship-
ment terminal. Health and safety must 
be an unwavering priority for Innova and 
company’s management as well. We have 

decided that security policies and prac-
tices will be reviewed at PEKAES by an 
external specialist as a result of the acci-
dent. The company’s board has already 
reinforced new security training and con-
ducted meetings with company staff to 
ensure that such an accident will not be 
repeated.

On behalf of Innova Capital Partners, we 
would like to thank all stakeholders for 
their trust, support and valuable help with 
regard to our ESG initiatives. In the com-
ing year, although the most important 
ESG challenges are expected to result 
from the Covid-19 crisis, we will not lose 
focus on the overall ESG mission and will 
make sure that it is applied consistently 
over the entire portfolio, with a particularly 
strong emphasis on the social and people 
aspect, which is critical in this tough period.

With kind regards,
ESG Team
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2.
ABOUT 
INNOVA CAPITAL

Our strategy 
& philosophy

Sector Expertise
Innova has organised itself around target 
sectors with one senior officer dedicated to 
each area of opportunity:

Founder Succession

Strategic partner of preference. This is our 
iconic deal type which is suited to a Found-
er looking to step back from their business, 
realise some liquidity, yet retain a financial 
interest alongside Innova.

Platform+

Innova’s pioneering approach to drive sec-
tor consolidation in typically fragmented 
markets. The deal requires that at least two 
companies be combined at the outset of 
the transaction. This type of deal is used to 
secure the benefits of synergies up-front and 
leverages their joint potential.

Corporate Carve-out

Finding a distinctive Innova edge in a possi-
ble quick win. This transaction type repres-
ents the most opportunistic of our signature 
deals. Corporate carve-outs offer rapid value 
progression sometimes by executing a quick 
exit to previously identified strategic player.

Our Key Transaction Types 

102
Investments

TMT Manufacturing Consumer Healthcare RetailBusiness 
& Financial 

Services

Innova has maintained 
a single-minded com-

mitment to mid-market 
buyouts in Poland and 

Central Europe. We focus 
on making control invest-
ments in companies with 

EV’s of €50–150 million 
with equity tickets of 

€25–40 million.

From 25 years of experience 

we know that the successful 

Innova deal will almost 

certainly be one of three 

signature transaction types 

and should demonstrate 

rigorous price discipline.

€1.2BN
In Funds Raised

€1.1bn
Combined Revenues

9204
Employees

250
Executive Experts

Year’s Experience

25
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3. 
ESG 
IN PRACTICE

PeP 
#S for Social
#S for Success

PeP has had a busy year. In just over 12 months our 
company has completed three acquisitions. The fast 
and successful integration of these businesses, as well 
as  preparations for Innova’s exit from the investment, 
signed on 11 March 2020, has demanded a high level 
of engagement and focus from our management.

What we have clearly recognized, is that people were 
the key in the success story for our company and hu-
man resources management was always in the centre 
of our strategy. I met every single employee after I start-
ed in the CEO role in 2015 and I made sure that every-
one had an opportunity to communicate his or her su-
ggestions, opinions and needs.

Over the last couple of years we believe that we have 
turned PeP into an employer brand. We have built a cul-
ture based on teamwork, respect and creativity. 

PeP has invested heavily in nine month training cycles 
for key C-level management. We have focused on good 
communication and we enjoyed sharing with each other 
our achievements, plans and strategy. We have made 

sure that all our employees feel appreciated and that 
their career paths are visible and transparent. 

We have implemented an innovation program where 
employees were welcomed to bring their suggestions 
and ideas helping us to improve and further develop 
the company.

Our actions have led to 45 internal promotions, a fall in 
staff rotation by 7% and very good results in the latest em-
ployee satisfaction survey (84% employees being high-
ly satisfied with their work). Our hard work resulted also
in several awards received by PeP, including: the Best Tele-
service Employer of the Year and three awards in Best 
National Employee of the Year.

I strongly believe that our investment in PeP’s employees 
was one of the main drivers of our business success, 
resulting in growing EBITDA by 350% over the last 3 years.

Jarek Mikos
CEO PeP Group
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ESG 
IN PRACTICE 

Flokk (Profim)

Due to our strong commitment to Environment, Social 
Responsibility and Governance (ESG) matters we be-
lieve, that we responded positively, when challenged 
by the fire at the Profim production plan in Turek, Po-
land.  We had tested before the accident that health 
and safety instructions and related procedures were in 
place and employees were well-trained.  This ensured, 
that although the fire escalated, the evacuation of the 
building occurred safely and no employees were in-
jured. 
 
Following the initial crisis management, cooperation 
and discussions with the local authorities in Turek have 
been positive, we have been working together to find 
solutions in this difficult period. No compliance gaps/
concerns have been reported by any of regulatory bod-
ies involved in the investigations. We had started open 
and honest discussions with the unions before the fire 
incident, which has enabled us to continue to work to-
gether towards common goals also after the fire. 

Frequent town hall meetings were held in Turek in or-
der to ensure that transparent information was shared 
with all employees with regards to plans for the site. 
Working together, with our employees and the unions,  
we have engaged with other companies in the region 
to identify rehiring opportunities for employees that 
have had to leave as part of our restructuring pro-
gramme. 
 
As part of our Business Continuity Programme, follow-
ing the incident, we have conducted a review of our pro-
cedures across all our Group operations to assess what 
improvements could be made. As a result we have up-
dated our overall risk assessment for the Flokk Group 
in terms of insurance coverage and mitigation mea-
sures which has resulted in an update to business con-
tinuity insurance for one of our recently acquired com-
panies.
 
Lars I Røiri
CEO Flokk Group
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4. 
ESG REPORTS 
OF PORTFOLIO 
COMPANIES

Energobit
Bakalland
PEKAES
Trimo
Netsprint
PeP
Flokk (Profim)
Inelo/OCRK
Oshee
CS Group
PLIC S.A.
OIG
 
ESG  Risk Rating Summary
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Environmental

• The prevention of pollution and environmental protection is 
achieved by integrating environmental management into the 
board’s strategic management. An ESMS is implemented and 
certified according to the requirements of the ISO 14001

• Environmental risks are relatively low and relate primarily to 
low level emissions, mainly attributable to offices and compa-
ny vehicles. The vehicle fleet reduction and modernization are 
continuing with 20% fewer vehicles in 2019 compared to the 
prior year

SOCIAL

• Health and safety remain a priority and all efforts are being 
made to return to 2018’s zero level of accidents (there were 2 in 
2019). Training, alongside ISO 18000, disseminates knowledge 
and systematic practical application of safety throughout the 
workforce

• The number of full-time employees decreased by 3.8% in 
2019 but no redundancy program was required. In 2020 addi-
tional reductions in employee numbers are also expected to be 
achieved in order to optimize the internal structure, but these 
are not expected under a formal redundancy program

GOVERNANCE

• A group-wide code of conduct was successfully implement-
ed in 2019. It outlines the values of integrity, professionalism, 
performance, passion, respect and innovation, which have been 
built over the years, in every given situation and in every rela-
tionship

• There has been little progress regarding two cartel pricing 
cases being contested. The company is still challenging the first 
case from 2015 in the courts. There has been no significant ac-
tivity in the second case

• The comprehensive anti-bribery training program has con-
tinued in 2019, although, as the majority of staff were trained 
already in 2018, there were fewer employees undergoing the 
process in 2019

E

S

G

 

Successfully 
implemented 
its Group Code 
of Conduct

Company Overview 

Energobit is a leading Romanian electrical en-
gineering group focused on the provision of 
services and products for low, medium and high 
voltage networks. Its key business lines include 
turn-key projects for electrical networks, electri-
cal engineering, production of transformers, me-
dium voltage cells and other electrical equip-
ment, grid maintenance & repair services, and 
specialist construction services.

In Energobit the following ISO certification is 
in place in all group companies: ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001 and 18001.

At the end of 2019, the company had 653 full 
time employees (2018: 678), at group level.

ENERGOBIT
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ESG Rating 

The environmental risk rating remains unchanged year-on-year. The 
social risk was corrected from 5 to 4 in 2018, following the clean safety 
record. As a result of the cartel pricing cases the governance risk rose 
to 6, although the company and Innova sees no case to answer regard-
ing the most recent allegations issued by the Competition Council. The 
implementation of the code of conduct in 2019 has helped to reduce 
the governance risk and should provide the required impact for reduc-
ing this risk level in 2020.

Energobit is proud of its record in training and employee development.
SDG objective: 4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender 
equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development

An increase in productivity can benefit not only the financial results but also improve-
ments in the efficiency of the implementation of power distribution, which is a vital 
element in the quest for sustainable power.
SDG objective: 8.2 Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through diversifica-
tion, technological upgrading and innovation, including through a focus on high-value 
added and labour-intensive sectors

The energy sector is Energobit’s natural territory and it contributed to developing 
sustainable energy sources in Romania. It has capabilities and competences relating to 
renewable energy projects and it will continue to lobby in Romania for the promotion 
of such projects.
SDG objective: 9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them 
sustainable, with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and 
environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking 
action in accordance with their respective capabilities

Enviroment 

Social

Governance

Rating of ESG Risks: 1-10 Low Risk=1 / High Risk=10

4

4

6

4

4

6

4

4

5

2018 2019 2020 B

Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: Energobit has not yet introduced a formal sustainability policy, but such actions are pro-
moted internally. This should be considered to address its role in regarding responsible 
consumption of resources and emissions’ reduction.
SDG objective: 12.7 Promote public procurement practices that are sustainable, in 
accordance with national policies and priorities; 13.3 Improve education, awareness-
-raising and human and institutional capacity on climate change mitigation, adaptation, 
impact reduction and early warning
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Environmental

• All the production plants produce non-toxic emissions from 
their gas-fired heating plants but these remain well within limits 
agreed with the local authorities
• Given the nature of the business, energy and water con-
sumption are important elements in production. A change in 
product mix decreased consumption in 2019. Energy efficiency 
initiatives were implemented with LED lighting in selected loca-
tions reducing annual consumption by ~75KWh
• Like energy consumption, ESG and economics share a com-
mon interest regarding food waste. The Group monitors and 
implements various initiatives to minimize input (raw materials) 
and output (packaging and other secondary wastes). Results in 
2019 were encouraging with effectiveness target outperformed

• Water is a key element in the production process. One of the pro-
duction plants has its own proprietary water supply and no main 
water connection. This has never presented a problem to date

GOVERNANCE

• The Delecta code of conduct has been adapted and applied 
to the whole Group

• Internal audit teams have been merged into a single unit

• Following an anonymous whistleblowing letter about unethi-
cal behavior in one of the locations, the shareholders acted im-
mediately and an independent ethic committee has been appo-
inted in Q4/2019 to verify the case. This was led by an external 
labor & employment practice lawyer. After several interviews and 
other procedures, none of the accusations was confirmed. 
However shareholders have requested  the same committee to 
develop and implement an advanced whistleblowing proce-
dure and reporting in order to react quickly to any such similar 
event in future

E
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Improved 
effectiveness 
through limitation 
of waste

Company Overview 

Bakalland is a leading producer in Poland of dried 
fruit and nuts as well as breakfast cereals, mues-
li and protein bars. In 2015, it was merged with
Delecta, acquired by Innova already in 2014, which 
is one of the leading home baking, home cook-
ing and dessert producers in Poland. 
Bakalland is the clear leader in its sector, and 
Delecta a strong leading player in its respective 
sector. The Group has four production locations 
in central and eastern Poland.

Bakalland holds ISO 22000 for its Wloclawek 
production facility and BRC Global Standard for 
Food Safety for the other three production 
plants.
 
At the end of 2019, the Group had 655 full time 
equivalent employees (2018: 680). 

BAKALLAND

SOCIAL

• The number of work accidents at Bakalland was reduced by 
half in 2019 following a review of health and safety practices and 
reinforcement of the training program in 2019

• A small percentage of Bakalland products are purchased from 
at-risk countries. In 2019 an audit on a new supplier from Iran was 
carried out to confirm compliance levels

• The Group continues to be actively engaged in research and 
development to reduce sugar content while maintaining taste. 
Healthy eating initiatives in progress or implemented in 2019, 
include:
> Cake with Belgian chocolate & pumpkin/orange note or spi-
nach with lemongrass note,
> A new recipe of filled cereal snacks without hydrogenated fats 
and sugar reduced by 5%,
> Bars, flakes and protein bars (reduced fat)

• There were 11 separate charitable initiatives coordinated by 
Delecta in 2019 including the Food Bank in Toruń
• Regular tests are carried out on a statistically relevant number 
of raw materials and finished products. No significant issues re-
garding food safety or contamination have been reported in the 
last five years
• For all key suppliers there are alternatives to ensure that the-
re are no production breaks in the event of a significant quality 
issue relating to a specific supplier. Hygiene levels are mainta-
ined at a high level
• Customer-related KPI’s have beaten targets in 2019
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ESG Rating 

All the risk ratings have remained unchanged in 2019. The environmen-
tal and social ratings are stable and the social risk is already in line with 
the exit target. A more coordinated approach to sustainability should 
reduce the environmental risk in line with the target. The missing risk 
management procedures, when introduced, can lead to the budgeted 
governance risk rating being attained in 2020. This would still be above 
the target level of 3. In order to reach the lower level the Group will 
need to tighten further its control processes and governance under the 
new management, including the introduction of an audit committee.

• Bakalland is investing consistently in new production facilities, using some of the most 

modern food production technology, which is also more energy efficient. 

SDG objective:  9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them 

sustainable, with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and 

environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking 

action in accordance with their respective capabilities

• Waste optimization is a win-win for the company as it is economic good sense and 

environmentally responsible. 

SDG objective: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 

reduction, recycling and reuse

• There is already a limited number of ESG awareness-raising initiatives in place in the 

company and these will be rolled out in future. 

SDG objective: 13.3 Improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional 

capacity on climate change mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning

Enviroment 

Social

Governance

Rating of ESG Risks: 1-10 Low Risk=1 / High Risk=10

4

4

5

4

4

5

3

4

4
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • Bakalland already undertakes supply chain monitoring to ensure that all human rights 

are being respected at its suppliers in high risk territories. It may be possible to extend 

this policy to make safeguards more robust.

SDG objective: 8.8 Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working 

environments for all workers, including migrant workers, in particular women migrants, 

and those in precarious employment

• Food waste at customer level is currently on the fringes of Bakalland’s activity but 

consideration will be given to how the company could impact this goal. 

SDG objective:  12.3 By 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail 

and consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply chains, 

including post-harvest losses
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Environmental

• The carbon footprint directly under PEKAES’ influence is relati-
vely small but indirectly it controls one of the largest transpor-
tation capabilities in Poland. It encourages its transport subcon-
tractors to provide services as environmentally responsibly as 
possible, implementing a policy to upgrade vehicles to eliminate 
the oldest, more polluting traction units. This has succeeded in 
reducing the proportion of the fleet using the older trucks from 
53% in 2016 to 18% in 2019

• PEKAES is subject to environmental audits from two major retail 
clients, for whom it is a logistical provider. No issues have been 
reported regarding the audits carried out by either client

• The company has many years’ experience regarding handling 
and transportation of dangerous goods consignments (ADR), which 
is closely monitored both as a business and ESG risk. In a single 
ADR incident in 2019, a container was damaged by a forklift. About 
200 liters of liquid spilled and reacted with the ground. It required 
neutralization carried out by a chemical guard but did not lead to 
any serious consequences

• Five new modern cross-dock terminals were introduced in 2019, 
which should have a material impact on electricity consumption
 

GOVERNANCE

• Primarily due to its size and history as a public company, 
the corporate governance at PEKAES is strong
• There is a code of ethics in place and an Ethics Commission 
with a whistleblowing hotline. A zero-tolerance policy ensures 
that fraud and theft are minimized from the warehouses. No ca-
ses were reported to the Ethics Commission in 2019
• Internal audit monitors security procedures and is mainly ope-
rational rather than risk orientated. It reports through the Quality 
and Insurance Manager rather than the Audit Committee
• Risk management is well-developed with the management 
covering specific risk areas at each weekly meeting, with the in-
tention of covering the whole risk map every month
• The website includes a formal declaration of the scope of CSR 
recognized by the company

E
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Health and safety 
actions re-prioritized 
for 2020 following 
an accident

Company Overview 

PEKAES is a leading Polish LTL goods transport 
and logistics business, operating since 1958.
From 2004 until 2017, it was a public company and 
in 2012 a transformation process commenced, 
resulting in today’s modern logistic-intermodal 
business. The company offers domestic and in-
ternational groupage services, warehouse logis-
tic as well as domestic, international, sea, and air 
freight forwarding. In 2013, the company acquired 
firstly the operations of one of the largest re-
gional rail transshipment terminals on the border 
of the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad and then, 
in the same year, an intermodal operator strate-
gically located in Central Poland. The company 
is asset-light as it has virtually none of its own 
transport fleet. It focuses on pallet groupage bus-
iness and intermodal business and it subcon-
tracts almost all of its transportation activities.

PEKAES has valid certification for ISO 9001, 
ISO 22000 and ISO 28000.

At the end of 2019, the Group had 1,238 
full time equivalent employees (2018: 1,216).

PEKAES

SOCIAL

• On 4 November 2019 at the Chemikals’ (a subsidiary of PEKA-
ES) loading terminal in Braniewo, a PEKAES employee was struck 
and killed by a bulldozer being driven by a second PEKAES em-
ployee. The fatal accident resulted from a breach of security rules 
and the failure to exercise due care by the terminal employees. 
Health and safety is an unwavering priority for Innova and all 
company management, therefore as a consequence of the ac-
cident, talks were held with the management and operational 
employees of Chemikals, during which the course and causes of 
the accident were discussed. Re-training was conducted on the 
principles of navigating the Chemikals terminal area and exerci-
sing due care when working near heavy equipment operating 
within the terminal. Additionally, an external specialist will be 
introduced by Innova to oversee a major project to address all 
aspects of health and safety in the Group

• Staff rotation decreased by 5.4% in 2019 compared to 2018. 
This remains a challenge for the business although high staff tur-
nover is inevitable in the sector. Total employment increased by 
1.8% in 2019
• PEKAES is involved in many initiatives supporting education, 
promoting a healthy and active lifestyle, or supporting the deve-
lopment of children and young people. The “PEKAES Pomaga” 
(PEKAES Helps) Program, covering the Company’s corporate 
social responsibility activities, is a confirmation of the values pro-
fessed by PEKAES
• In 2019 PEKAES won the prestigious title of “2019 Reliable 
Employer of Year” award (for the fourth time). It is a prestigious 
competition aimed at selecting the best employers in Poland — 
especially those, who promote the most interesting HR solutions 
and are characterized by a an excellent level of human resource 
policies, translating into high-quality products and services
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ESG Rating 

The environmental risk rating remains unchanged year-on-year and the 
moderate level relates mainly to the indirect emissions from the trans-
portation as well as the inherent risk relating to ADR transportation. Soil 
contamination remains a potential legacy risk, given the age and hi-
story of the business. It will be quite difficult to reduce this rating, given 
the inherent risks but improved sustainability awareness, a clean record 
relating to ADR transportation and a focused approach to potential soil 
contamination can impact this indicator. The social risk was increased 
from 5 to 6 in 2019, following the fatal accident in November. The go-
vernance risk rating is alre ady at the targeted exit level and therefore 
the emphasis here is on maintaining the quality and scope of processes 
at their current level.

• PEKAES has been working with its subcontractors to upgrade to more modern, ener-

gy efficient vehicles.  

SDG objective:  7.3 By 2030, double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency

action in accordance with their respective capabilities

Enviroment 

Social

Governance

Rating of ESG Risks: 1-10 Low Risk=1 / High Risk=10
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • The safety record can be improved and this is regarded as a short-term priority

SDG objective: 8.8 Protect labor rights and promote safe and secure working environ-

ments for all workers, including migrant workers, in particular women migrants, and 

those in precarious employment

• Investment in resource efficiency equipment is taking place (see above the new cross-

-deck terminals) but could be improved. 

SDG objective:  9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them 

sustainable, with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and 

environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking 

action in accordance with their respective capabilities
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Environmental

• Many of the products sold by Trimo have beneficial insulation 
qualities and can be used for ‘green’ buildings

• The company tracks its carbon footprint. It relates to the carbon 
generated during Trimo’s production process. The footprint was 
reduced by 9% in the last period as a result of the final closure 
of the steel construction production site and lower consumption of 
gas for heating because of the warm winter

• Hazardous waste levels were 15% lower than in 2018, mainly due 
to the closure of the steel construction site

• The BREEAM certification was changed in 2018 and a new EPD 
certification is now available for QBiss and Trimotherm products. 
The change means that the previous KPI relating to ‚green’ product 
revenue is not valid and a new indicator is being prepared

• LED lamps have replaced all existing lighting in one of the main 
buildings to reduce energy consumption. 

• All employees participated in an “Environment Day” to clean Trimo’s 
interior premises and raise ESG awareness
 

GOVERNANCE

• Trimo has defined critical reports and improved its control-
ling process. Following an external fraud the company has ta-
ken  anti-fraud prevention actions to strengthen the employees’ 
awareness. A fully coordinated risk management process is still 
pending

• A code of conduct for the Group was prepared and imple-
mented in December 2019

E
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Trimo’s accident 
rate was the lowest 
in the history 
of the company

Company Overview 

Trimo is one of the leading providers of build-
ing envelope solutions, including fireproof 
roofs and façades, glass curtain wall systems, 
and metal modular façades. The company’s ma-
jor production facilities are based in Slovenia, 
but the products are mostly exported, and the 
business has a European presence through its 
own distribution network and agents. Products 
are used in the construction of non-residential 
objects, including warehouses, production plants, 
health care and educational facilities, low-rise 
office buildings and showrooms. 

Trimo has valid certification for ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001 and ISO 18001.

At the end of 2019, the Group had 460 full time 
equivalent employees (2018: 518).

TRIMO

SOCIAL

• The two minor accidents reported were in panel production and 
due to human errors made by operators. The causes of the ac-
cidents were identified and improvements were implemented. 
The number of accidents in 2019 is the lowest in the history of Trimo

• The company maintains its Tinde associate company, which em-
ploys 21 disabled staff

• Trimo has persuaded the local business community to raise the 
budget of the local handball team, for which Trimo is the main 
sponsor. Several other smaller community projects are being sup-
ported (e.g. voluntary fire brigades, schools)

• A further workforce restructuring was carried out in 2019. All 
employees affected by this action received higher compensation 
than the statutorily required amounts. There were no significant 
issues reported during the implementation of this program
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ESG Rating 

All risks were medium to low on entry, with governance risk slightly 
higher than environmental and social. The environment risk rating would 
be higher if it were not for the relatively advanced management pro-
cedures in place. 
Hazardous waste levels and carbon footprint have fallen and if these 
are maintained in 2020, this should result in a reduction of environ-
mental risk. The social rating will be lowered in 2020 if there are no 
further retrenchments, no repercussions from the 2019 program and if 
the low level of accidents is maintained for a second year. The reduc-
tion in governance risk will need to wait until 2020 – mostly due to the 
late implementation of the code of conduct and rather unformalized 
coordination of risk management process.

• Trimo has a history of early adoption of environmental measures and sustainable de-
velopment, partly because many of its products are used in green construction projects. 
This has also resulted in higher levels of awareness among employees. 
SDG objective:  4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender 
equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development

• Trimo was one of the only manufacturing businesses in Europe to have a fully female 
management board. This is no longer the case but gender equality is still actively 
promoted in the company. 
SDG objective:  5.C Adopt and strengthen sound policies and enforceable legislation 
for the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at 
all levels

• Trimo was the first Innova company to measure its carbon footprint and several 
strategic decisions (closure of steel production, conversion from oil to gas, solar panel 
installation) have lowered this over the last couple of years. 
SDG objective:  7.3 By 2030, double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency

• Trimo was one of the first Innova companies to install solar panels to contribute to the 
power supply of the premises. It will continue to invest in resource efficient technology. 
SDG objective: 9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them 
sustainable, with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and 
environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking 
action in accordance with their respective capabilities  

Enviroment 

Social

Governance

Rating of ESG Risks: 1-10 Low Risk=1 / High Risk=10
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • Trimo monitors waste but it has not been one of the key ESG KPI’s. This can be ad-

dressed more systematically in future. Hazardous waste levels have fallen in 2019.

SDG objective: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 
reduction, recycling and reuse
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Environmental

• The company has only office operations and these are quite mo-
dest. The Group is located in a green-certified office building in 
Warsaw and 2 smaller satellite offices in Kraków (Way2Grow) and 
Bielsko – Biała (WhitePress)

• The business uses computer equipment which is recycled when 
it has been fully exploited. Most of its server capacity is outsourced, 
therefore no emissions are produced directly by the company

• An initiative has been introduced in 2019 to minimize all forms 
of waste generated by the Company (not significant as this relates 
to office waste but this is regarded also as a general awareness 
raising exercise)
 

GOVERNANCE

• The organization is quite small, although with five entities (inc-
luding holding company) quite complicated. There was a gene-
ral undertaking to improve control and corporate governance 
following Innova’s entry but only a small number of initiatives 
have been implemented to date. With the stabilization of the 
business, it should be possible to make better progress with 
some basic tools

• Given the sector, in which it operates, the business has been 
obliged to carry out a significant amount of work to ensure that 
it remains compliant with the new GDPR data protection regula-
tions, which was implemented in Polish legislation in May 2018
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GDPR regulation 
successfully applied 
in the organization

Company Overview 

Netsprint Group, founded in 2001, is a leading 
player on the dynamically growing ad-tech 
space in Poland, applying proprietary technology 
to deliver digital advertising for the most rel-
evant audience. The Group consists of LeadR 
offering e-mail marketing solutions, Adrino, which 
is a full stack solution for mobile web and in-app 
advertising, Whitepress, which is a branded 
content distribution platform and Way2Grow, 
which is a programmatic yield optimizer.

At the end of 2019, the Group had 135 full 
time equivalent employees (2018: 159).

NETSPRINT

SOCIAL

• The staff rotation remains at similar levels to 2018 although this is 
partly due to expected decreases in headcount (leavers not being 
replaced, rather than redundancies)

• The gender balance in the business has improved in 2019 now 
being close to parity

• Netsprint needs to take into account the legislation ensuring 
that advertising displayed on its platforms are not misleading for 
consumers and protect their rights. There were no major issues 
reported in 2019
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ESG Rating 

There is virtually no environmental risk and this is only monitored on an 
annual basis to confirm that nothing has changed. Awareness among 
employees should be improved but this will not have a visible impact 
on the risk rating. The social risk increased in 2017 as a result of the 
redundancy program and the rating was maintained at the higher level 
in 2018, following a second phase of restructuring. It returned to the 
entry level of 4 when it was confirmed in 2019 that there were no re-
percussions from the latest program. Governance remains at the very 
high rating level of 7. Reducing this to 6 should not be too demanding 
as several basic processes have not yet been implemented (code of 
conduct, risk map, anti-bribery training and whistleblowing).

• Netsprint has a relatively young workforce, which have good transferable technical 
and vocational skills. Training levels can be raised again when the Group has comple-
ted its restructuring phase.
SDG objective: 4.4 By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who 
have relevant skills, including technical and vocational skills, for employment, decent 
jobs and entrepreneurship

Enviroment 
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • Netsprint has quite a good gender balance in its workforce but it is in a position to 
enfranchise not only women but also other minority groups, such as disabled people. 

SDG objective: 5.B Enhance the use of enabling technology, in particular information 

and communications technology, to promote the empowerment of women

• The company does not generate significant levels of waste but the electro-waste 

generated needs to be responsibly handled and recycled as much as possible. 

SDG objective: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 

reduction, recycling and reuse

• The environmental impact of Netsprint is quite low but this is partly connected to the 
low level of ESG awareness in the company. It would be quite easy to increase the level 

of general awareness by introducing some extracurricular events and activities.

SDG objective: 13.3 Improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional 

capacity on climate change mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning
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Environmental

• The company only uses energy for its relatively small office pre-
mises, including the company’s own servers

• It has a small fleet of company vehicles, which grew slightly 
in 2019 as the sales force was expanded, but emissions should 
remain immaterial

• Given the low risk rating, it is considered sufficient that this is 
monitored annually by the appropriate risk managing body in 
the company and the low-level risk is confirmed once a year

 

GOVERNANCE

• PeP’s own license application to the Financial Supervisory Com-
mission was withdrawn in 2018, following the acquisition of Pay-
lane, which is a licensed online payments institution. This means 
that the Group has been subject to regulation for the last two 
years

• Paylane’s AML procedure was extended in 2019 to include PeP 
as a processor of UnionPay transactions

• A PeP internal audit team has been established as of Septem-
ber 2019

• GDPR e-learning has been successfully completed by nearly 
100% of PeP’s employees. New training is planned for 2020
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PeP’s employee 
satisfaction survey 
resulted in high 
scores 

Company Overview 

Centrum Rozliczeń Elektronicznych Polskie ePłat-
ności S.A. (PeP) is a Polish payment services pro-
vider, established in 2010 and active in the of-
fline merchant acquiring market. PeP is the la-
rgest independent player in Poland. It offers 
services on Point of Sale (POS) terminals, in-
cluding card payments processing fee, termi-
nal rental sale of mobile prepaid “eVouchers” 
and other value added services. PeP has made 
quite a few acquisitions throughout its holding 
period, with one completed in 2018, operating 
in the Polish online payments sector. Through 
this acquisition PeP acquired a national pay-
ment license which required strengthening of its 
compliance and governance procedures. 

PeP has no ISO certification but it has a valid in-
dustry relevant PCI DSS certification, ensuring 
the security of card data and has two entities 
regulated by the Financial Supervisory Com-
mission (KNF). Billbird (subsidiary purchased 
during 2019) is ISO 27001 certified. 

At the end of 2019, the Group had 481 full time 
equivalent employees (2018: 413).

SOCIAL

• Staff rotation excluding restructuring was 20% in 2019. There 
was high rotation in telesales and other call services. In addition, 
there have been some qualitative change of sales representatives

• As a result of consolidation activity, there has been a limited 
number of redundancies. Employees have received statutory 
severance pay but at PayUp, employees released have been 
paid from retention packages

• PeP obtained excellent results from the subsequent employee 
satisfaction conducted in H1/2019. Weaknesses have been di-
scussed and actions have been introduced (such as increased 
training, improvement of salaries in low-income departments, 
more regional meetings and strengthening of internal commu-
nication)

• A new anti-mobbing procedure was introduced in 2019 and 
an e-mail inbox was launched to which anyone can report any 
problem related to mobbing. No incidents have been reported 
to date

• There were three charitable actions organized in 2019 to sup-
port orphanages and hospices
 

Centrum Rozliczeń 
Elektronicznych 

Polskie ePłatności S.A. 
(PeP)
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ESG Rating 

The environmental risk rating remains unchanged year-on-year. It could 
even reduce in 2020 if a sustainability policy is introduced. The social 
rating remained at 4 in 2019, as additional redundancy programs were 
carried out in the newly purchased entities. This risk can be reduced in 
2020 if the redundancy and restructuring are completed. As in 2018, 
there is some risk to the 2019 governance risk rating, given that three 
acquisitions have been completed in a little over 12 months. The bud-
geted fall in the governance risk level assumes the introduction of an 
audit committee and full documentation of the new transfer pricing re-
lationships (and no issues with integration of the new companies). 

• The services PeP offer is already helping to enfranchise and empower SME’s and 
self-employed by expanding rapidly the number of cashless terminal, thereby bringing 
digitalization to many more businesses. The process has had government support over 
the last couple of years.
SDG objective: 8.3 Promote development-oriented policies that support productive ac-
tivities, decent job creation, entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and encourage 
the formalization and growth of micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises, including 
through access to financial services

• The card processing services are a small but important element of the digital 
infrastructure which is helping to support economic development and making new 
technology affordable.
SDG objective: 9.1 Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient infrastructure, 
including regional and transborder infrastructure, to support economic development 
and human well-being, with a focus on affordable and equitable access for all

Enviroment 
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • PeP has already commenced the process of raising awareness of sustainable develop-
ment among employees and stakeholders and will strive to make this more focused in 
future.
SDG objective: 4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender 
equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development

• PeP technology has not yet been specifically targeted to empower women or minority 
groups but this could in principle be possible. 
SDG objective: Enhance the use of enabling technology, in particular information and 
communications technology, to promote the empowerment of women
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Environmental

Innova received information from the Flokk Group relating to issues 
and initiatives from H1/2019:
• The Group is compliant with the EU Energy Efficiency Directive 
through implementation of ISO 50001

• A consultant performed a Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) gap analysis and a climate risk and opportunity 
assessment. As a result, the Group is planning to carry out the follow-
ing measures:
> Establish KPI’s at company level to monitor and manage climate 
change issues;
> Better map of the physical and transition risk and integration into 
decision making;
> Reduce the carbon footprint of products and invest in research to 
better track its performance; 
> Include climate-related risks in the top risk matrix

• Target to increase the share of recycled materials/plastic waste used 
to an average of 60% by 2020. The company is mapping its entire 
product portfolio of virgin components to identify which can be mi-
grated to recycled plastics. It is launching one or two new chair prod-
ucts which use recovered ocean plastics. It has an ongoing project 
with a Norwegian researcher to identify more sustainable solutions 
for components that currently cannot be made using recycled ma-
terials

• Flokk is implementing a carbon footprinting system, mapping the 
footprint of its supply chain and rating its suppliers on sustainability 
measures

• Flokk has an approach called 5III - five circular design principles to 
create a sustainable lifecycle

• Preliminary environmental checks indicate no additional pollution in 
excess of regular norms

SOCIAL

• In November a fire broke out in Profim’s factory. The production 
plant was in operation at the time but due to the smoothly run rescue 
operation there were no casualties. The building was destroyed and 
cannot be rebuilt. Governance proved to work well in the organiza-
tion with a crisis management team established instantly and very 
effectively working on dealing with the causes of the fire, and alter-
native production/outsourcing solutions. The damaged property was 
fully insured and the company is going through the reimbursement 
procedure with insurer

• The fire caused significant operational disruption and in conse-
quence 340 employees need to be made redundant. Negotiations 
have been conducted with unions and local authorities. Profim pro-
posed a protective package related to the possibility of receiving ad-
ditional remuneration and support in finding employment elsewhere. 
The compensation package consisted of elements which are above 
the minimal requirements of Polish law

GOVERNANCE

•  Good training numbers on following topics: AML 90%, anti-trust 95%, 
sanctions 100%, cyber-security 95%, business partner 85%, data pro-
tection 100%

• Flokk intends to fully include Profim in its scope of ESG reporting in 
H1/2020

• A whistleblower policy is implemented in the company
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60% targeted share 
of recycled materials 
usage for 2020

Company Overview 
Profim is a Polish manufacturer of office seating products 
and the #1 market player in Poland, with a strong foothold 
in Germany as well as established branded export sales to 
a range of other geographies. It was established in 1994.
In April 2018, Innova rolled up its shares in Profim into 
a minority position in the Flokk Group (controlled by 
PE Group, Triton). Flokk is a leading manufacturer of 
high-quality workplace furniture in Europe, owner of the 
product brands HÅG, RH, BMA, Offecct, Malmstolen and 
RBM. All its products are designed and manufactured 
with a minimum environmental impact in mind. Flokk 
describes itself as a pioneer in sustainability and seeks to 
produce its furniture with the lowest possible carbon foot-
print, no toxic chemicals and reduced use of non-renew-
able resources. Merging Profim and Flokk portfolio allows 
the creation of the biggest office seating group in Europe.

The company is certified according to ISO 9001, 14001 
and 50001:2018. Each of the brands have many certifi-
cates of their own, relating to individual products. These 
certificates include Nordic Ecolabel Swan, Cradle to Cra-
dle, GREENGUARD, Swedish Möbelfakta, AFRDI Green 
Tick and Environmental Product Declaration (EDP). Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) certification applies to the 
wood used in the furniture.

At the end of 2019, Flokk had 2,505 full time equivalent 
employees (2018: 2,496).

FLOKK (Profim)
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ESG Rating 

The environmental risk rating remains unchanged year-on-year. There 
are multiple initiatives in progress in the group and in 2020 results of 
these should justify a reduction of the environmental risk rating. The 
social rating was previously quite high and was expected to fall in 2019. 
The major fire has resulted in the risk level remaining at its previous 
high level. Governance was expected to fall as a result of Flokk Group 
processes being rolled out to subsidiaries. This has been slightly de-
layed and now a major drop in the risk level is expected in 2020.

• The Flokk Group has a large workforce and an active sustainable development policy, 
meaning that its impact on disseminating knowledge and promoting this issue is 
already quite significant.
SDG objective: 4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender 
equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development

• Flokk has a robust strategy to address reduction of resource use and increase recy-
clability of its products.
SDG objective: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 
reduction, recycling and reuse
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • Following the major fire in 2019 in part of Profim’s production facilities, the Group is 
looking to learn lessons and ensure that safety remains a paramount priority. 
SDG objective: 8.8 Protect labor rights and promote safe and secure working environ-
ments for all workers, including migrant workers, in particular women migrants, and 
those in precarious employment

• Flokk is rolling out its ESG reporting and evaluation process to Profim in H1/2020. This 
will help to raise awareness and focus management attention on climate change issues 
also in the Polish subsidiary.
SDG objective: 13.3 Improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional 
capacity on climate change mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning
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Environmental

• Inelo/OCRK operates an office-based activity and therefore 
environmental compliance is straightforward

• Direct emissions are limited to the vehicle fleet (office heating 
is from the local municipal heating supply); 82 vehicles operated 
by the company. In 2019 monthly fuel consumption fell slightly 
(by 6%), partly due to fewer salesmen being in the team (-2%) 
and partly due to lower average usage per person (4%)

• There was a systematic fall in paper consumption over the last 
12 months. The tracking of this has helped raise ESG awareness

• The only noteworthy issue regarding waste relates to the elec-
tronic units, produced by the Group for installation in vehicles. 
The equipment is collected and sent for recycling on a yearly basis

 

GOVERNANCE

• There is a number of separate sources of rules and procedures 
but no consolidated code of conduct / ethics. The implemen-
tation of the code of conduct and risk management process 
remains on hold

• The dependence of the business on regulatory procedures 
gives it some limited political exposure, both at national and 
international levels
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Staff rotation 
fell by almost 40% 
in 2019 

Company Overview 
Inelo/OCRK is the leading provider of technology-en-
abled services for the heavy transportation industry. It fo-
cuses on work time management (WTM) solutions, tele-
matics and fleet management. Its customers are Polish 
transportation companies, as well as international road 
inspection authorities. The company was established in 
2002 and is based in Bielsko-Biała in southern Poland. 
The Group consists of two entities: OCRK providing work 
time management outsourcing services and Inelo focus-
ing on development of WTM software for transportation 
and outsourcing companies, as well as international trans-
portation authorities and providing telematics services.

Inelo / OCRK is ‘C’ rated according to the IFC/EBRD risk 
classification.

The following IFC Performance Standards are triggered 
by the Inelo / OCRK’s operations:
PS 1: Social and Environmental Assessment and Manage-
ment Systems (applicable to all portfolio companies)                           
PS 2: Labor and Working Conditions (no medium/high 
risks identified)                 
PS 3: Pollution Prevention and Abatement (very low risk 
but employee awareness is being stimulated)                  
PS 4: Community, Health, Safety and Security (no medi-
um/high risks identified)                 
      
At the end of 2019, the Group had 457 full time equivalent 
employees of which 303 are female and 154 male (2018: 451). 

Inelo/ OCRK

SOCIAL

• The male/female employee split in the Group remains quite 
heavily biased (66%) in favor of women, while women constitute 
85% of employees in the OCRK division

• Staff rotation was quite significantly lower in 2019 (19%, com-
pared to 31% in 2018) following stabilization of the recruitment 
process

• There is no HR Director. HR issues are split among all Mana-
gement Board members according to their departments. The 
Group uses employee evaluation systems for all managers

• There were no accidents recorded in 2019 (1 minor accident 
in 2018)

• In the attempt to measure Inelo/OCRK’s impact on the ‚grey’ 
transportation sector, it was established that 61% of new custo-
mers had no telematics products before engaging Inelo/OCRK. 
Using such equipment implies improved safety, monitoring of 
driving, fuel efficiency and better regulation in this important 
sector for the Polish economy

• The company successfully sponsored two local runs in 2019
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ESG Rating 

All risk ratings are unchanged in 2019. The environmental risk is at such 
a low level that it is difficult to reduce it. It will be quite challenging to 
reduce the social risk and this is not foreseen in 2020. With implementa-
tion of a code of conduct and better risk management, the governance 
risk rating could be reduced in 2020. 

• Inelo/OCRK has overall a good gender balance, although in specific entities there 
is a heavier gender bias. In any event opportunities are equal and the nature of the 
business means that women can be empowered. The CEO is female.
SDG objective: 5.C Adopt and strengthen sound policies and enforceable legislation 
for the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at 
all levels

• The Inelo/OCRK business focuses on upgrading the transport management and com-
pliance systems in commercial vehicles. This contributes to making the vehicles more 
fuel efficient and generally compliant.
SDG objective: 9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them 
sustainable, with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and 
environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking 
action in accordance with their respective capabilities

• The company has introduced minor waste saving measures in its office operations. 
The primary objective of this was to raise awareness rather than contributing significan-
tly to waste reduction.
SDG objective: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 
reduction, recycling and reuse
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • The SDG-related initiatives in Inelo/OCRK are mainly related to awareness. The com-
pany has started to interact more actively with its local community through direct and 
indirect engagement. These activities can be expanded in the future 
SDG objective: 4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender 
equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development

• The SDG-related initiatives in Inelo/OCRK are mainly related to awareness. As well as 
engaging as in the point above, the company can also enhance training and general 
awareness of employees and stakeholders. 
SDG objective: 13.3 Improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional 
capacity on climate change mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning
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Environmental

• The Supervisory Board decided at the end of 2019 to include 
an environmental objective in the personal Board Members tar-
gets. Progress will be reported during the year

• Oshee is researching packaging, which will increase the pro-
portion of recyclable element in its plastic bottles. It is too early 
at this stage to estimate the levels of improvement which may 
be possible. In 2020 the first new packaging should be available

 

GOVERNANCE

• The Group carried out an anonymous cyberattack exercise us-
ing a third-party specialist in 2019 and the results were generally 
satisfactory, with a couple of areas recommended for improve-
ment. Oshee takes this issue seriously and will repeat the exer-
cise as and when appropriate

• A complex new set of procedures incorporated into a code of 
conduct will be implemented by the new HR Director in 2020

• Advanced reporting software, fully integrated with stock levels 
in clients, will be implemented in 2020 allowing the Group to 
actively manage and verify levels of their products in stores and 
supermarkets. Significant work has been also performed in re-
spect of improving reporting and analytics in the Group
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Oshee carried out 
a cyberattack exercise 
in 2019 to test its own 
processes

Company Overview 
Oshee Polska is a leading Polish FMCG business, found-
ed in 2007 and active in products related to health and 
fitness. It owns the #1 brand in the sports drinks category 
in Poland and sells other sports, vitamin, functional prod-
ucts focusing on natural and healthy products. It uses 
primarily contract manufacturing but in September 2017 
acquired Kinga Pienińska, a high-quality water producer. 
In 2018 Kinga Pienińska invested in a new line, tripling 
the capacity in PET bottles. In 2019 Oshee acquired Sonko, 
which is a healthy food producer with a leading position 
in several market categories in Poland, including dry bread 
and rice cakes. The Group supplies 123,000 shops in Poland
and is involved in at least 500 sporting and cultural events.

Oshee is “B” rated according to the IFC/EBRD risk classi-
fication (although this relates primarily to the water bot-
tling part of the business and now Sonko; the Oshee part 
of the business would probably be classified as “C” risk).

The following IFC Performance Standards are triggered 
by the Oshee’s operations:
PS 1: Social and Environmental Assessment and Manage-
ment Systems (applicable to all portfolio companies)                           
PS 2: Labor and Working Conditions (no medium/high 
risks identified)                 
PS 3: Pollution Prevention and Abatement (low/medium risk)                  
PS 4: Community, Health, Safety and Security (health and 
safety initiatives proposed for the bottling plant and Sonko 
production but no serious risks identified)
PS 6: Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Natural 
Resource Management (sustainable water management 
is important for part of the business)
PS 8: Cultural Heritage (the water bottling facility borders 
on a national park)                   

Oshee holds valid certification for ISO 22000.

At the end of 2019, the Group had 502 full time equiva-
lent employees (2018: 513).

OSHEE

SOCIAL

• It is Oshee’s policy to introduce an increasing number of su-
gar-free / zero products to its range

• The company has launched an employee survey after the in-
tegration process with Sonko. Several areas of improvement 
have been identified, with actions planned for 2020. Health and 
safety should be a primary focus at Sonko alongside reducing 
staff rotation which was close to 30% in 2019

• The Fleet Manager is currently implementing a road safety po-
licy as part of the new car usage procedure

• The company conducts a large number of sponsorship and 
charity activities, e.g. “Woda, która pomaga” – “Water that helps” 
- the continuation of a program in Kinga Pienińska where 5% of 
the revenue from limited edition bottles was donated to hospi-
tals. Oshee Group established the foundation „OSHEE Żyj Walcz 
Zwyciężaj” (Oshee LIVE FIGHT WIN) which supports many local 
initiatives
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ESG Rating 

The environmental risk has been increased slightly following the Sonko 
acquisition, which has its own production facilities. This has increased 
the risk relating to emissions, resource conservation and waste man-
agement. It has also increased the complexity of overall environmental 
risk management. The other values are unchanged, although the social 
risk is also slightly higher as a result of the employee satisfaction sur-
vey and the health and safety record to be addressed at Sonko. This is 
partly compensated by the appointment of a HR Director for the Group. 
Governance risk should be reduced in 2020 if the HR Director’s com-
prehensive code of conduct project is successfully realized.

• Oshee owns Kinga Pieninska, which is a bottled water brand, with its own water 
source. Management of the water source from the perspective of water quality and 
sustainability is a key issue.
SDG objective: 6.4 By 2030, substantially increase water-use efficiency across all sectors 
and ensure sustainable withdrawals and supply of freshwater to address water scarcity 
and substantially reduce the number of people suffering from water scarcity

• Waste and recycling in particular are critical issues in an FMCG business such as 
Oshee Group. This particular goal relates to the ongoing target of the business to 
optimize waste levels in production and consider seriously the issue of recycling.
SDG objective: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 
reduction, recycling and reuse

Enviroment 

Social

Governance

Rating of ESG Risks: 1-10 Low Risk=1 / High Risk=10
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • Sustainability and ESG awareness are still at quite a low level in the organization and 
can be raised quickly by straightforward training programs and some other measures.
SDG objective: 4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender 
equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development

• Following the acquisition of Sonko in 2019, a number of new health and safety initia-
tives are planned. 
SDG objective: 8.8 Protect labor rights and promote safe and secure working environ-
ments for all workers, including migrant workers, in particular women migrants, and 
those in precarious employment

• This second SDG 12 goal relates more to food waste further down the chain at retail 
and consumer level. The possible positive impact of Oshee at this level has not yet 
been fully considered nor a policy formulated. 
SDG objective: 12.3 By 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail and 
consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply chains, including 
post-harvest losses
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Environmental

• The Group has quite a large car fleet of 160 relatively new ve-
hicles. Fuel consumption details are monitored and statutory re-
ports submitted annually to the appropriate authorities. 
The emissions have never exceeded permitted levels; in 2019 
the vehicle fleet decreased by 10%

• There were no significant findings from a mandatory energy 
audit carried out in 2019
 

GOVERNANCE

• The management is planning to implement a Code of Conduct 
and a risk management process in 2020

• A complex program is foreseen over the life of the investment 
to strengthen corporate governance: 

> Detailed review of existing governance practices

> Introduction of a code of conduct

> Introduce initially a risk map and then full risk management 
process

> Confirmation and/or codification of internal controls and pro-
cesses

> Consideration of implementation of an audit committee (tak-
ing into account the complexity of the company’s accounting 
practices)

E

S

G

 
A complex program 
is planned during 
the investment 
to strengthen governance

Company Overview 
CS Group is a leading Polish provider of comprehensive 
digital marketing services targeted at SME’s. The compa-
ny offering now consists of Web Presence, addressing the 
basic need of being present online either through a sim-
ple website or through online directory portals and New 
Media, encompassing multiple digital tools allowing for 
building customers’ credibility and brand online. Pan-
orama Firm was the largest Polish internet yellow pages 
company serving >50k SME customers. It was acquired 
by CS Group in January 2019 and CS Group’s advanced 
portfolio products were rolled out into its client base.

Given the Company’s operations and nature of the busi-
ness, it is rated as a “C” for IFC classification purposes. 
The Company is in a low risk sector and there is no other 
reason to upgrade the classification.

The following IFC Performance Standards are triggered 
by the CS Group’s operations:
PS 1: Assessment and Management of Environmental 
and Social Risks and Impacts (applicable to all portfolio 
companies)                           
PS 2: Labor and Working Conditions (no medium/high 
risks identified but retrenchment still ongoing)                 
PS 3: Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention (very 
low risk)                  
PS 4: Community, Health, Safety and Security (low risk)

The company has no formal certification.

At the end of 2019, the company had 663 full time em-
ployees (2018: 830). 

CS Group

SOCIAL

• There was a significant redundancy program, which had alre-
ady been in progress when Innova completed the transaction. 
115 people were released in 2019 and it is planned to redu-
ce the workforce by a further 20 persons in 2020. All statutory 
requirements were met, but to date there have been 8 claims 
lodged by employees

• The company has implemented alternative employment arrange-
ments, which is common practice for IT specialists and salesmen 
in Poland. Post-acquisition, Innova has engaged a Big 4 compa-
ny to review the contracts and other employment arrangements 
in order to ensure compliance with tax and employment law

• Staff rotation was very high (50%) but but relates mainly to 
merging two teams and verification of the quality of salesmen 

• The company is planning to perform an employee satisfaction 
survey in 2020

• Three charity actions were carried out in 2019 relating to a chil-
dren’s home, an animal shelter and a Christmas present action 
for poor people
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ESG Rating 

The risk rating for the CS Group was only introduced on completion of 
the investment in July 2019. The environmental risk rating is at a low 
level and this is targeted as the exit risk level. Social risk is significantly 
higher and reflects the retrenchment program which the company is 
still undergoing. The potential reduction of the social risk, projected 
in the target for 2020, also assumes an acceptable result from the em-
ployee satisfaction survey. This result may be difficult to achieve, given 
the disruption of the workforce during the merger process. The gov-
ernance is projected to fall from the entry rate of 6 to 3 on exit. The 
progress expected in 2020 is quite modest and only requires the im-
plementation of two processes from the list noted above. 

CS Group is a new entry to the Innova portfolio and has a low overall ESG 
risk rating. ESG awareness has not been a critical issue in the past for the 
company. All SDG related activity relates to new initiatives.

• Sustainable development initiatives can be introduced into the offices and vehicle ma-
nagement and possible impact at customer level can be investigated.
SDG objective: 4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender 
equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development 

• The digitalization capacity of CS Group can help to empower many minority groups 
as well as women.
SDG objective: 5.B Enhance the use of enabling technology, in particular information 
and communications technology, to promote the empowerment of women

• Minor waste saving initiatives can be introduced to the business, more directed at 
raising ESG awareness.
SDG objective: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 
reduction, recycling and reuse

• A code of ethics and anti-bribery training can be introduced.
SDG objective: 16.5 Substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all their forms

Enviroment 

Social

Governance

Rating of ESG Risks: 1-10 Low Risk=1 / High Risk=10
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Potential future positive impact:
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Environmental

• Following the ESG review and identification of numerous non-
-compliance issues, Chemes management decided to professio-
nalize the Health and Safety process. A new employee (responsi-
ble for EHS reporting and standards) joined the company during 
Q1/2020

• Key 2020/2021 targets for both companies would be to im-
plement environmental management systems in accordance 
with ISO 14001:2015 (Chemes), and ISO 45001:2018 standards 
(both companies)

• The use of various chemicals, mainly paints, lacquers and cle-
aning agents is being addressed. There remains room for impro-
vement with respect to chemicals storage, specifically provision 
of secondary containment

• The processes generate a small amount of hazardous waste 
(mainly ink and other chemical containers). The hazardous waste 
storage shed is now secured with no access by unauthorized in-
dividuals

• The production process is moderately energy intensive and 
there are no specific initiatives currently implemented to impro-
ve energy efficiency. This should be remedied in 2020

• Currently both companies are using some old air-conditioning 
units (R22). In case of the need for refilling, a new refrigerant will 
need to be used or the units will have to be replaced

GOVERNANCE

• A supervisory board was introduced in 2019 to monitor the 
performance of both companies

• Drukarnia EMBE Press’s governance was historically strong 
with a comprehensive code of ethics and risk management pro-
cess. The intention is to transfer the culture and processes also 
to Chemes

E

S

G

 

Combining EMBE
Press and Chemes 
should enhance 
governance practices 

Company Overview 
Drukarnia EMBE Press is a leading label manufacturer in 
CEE, focused on high-quality packaging labels for the 
food and beverage sector. The company has recently com-
pleted a new, additional modern production facility (1.5km 
from the existing one in Lublin). Chemes is also a leading 
decorated label and tube manufacturer in CEE, located 
in a single, integrated premises near Poznań in western 
Poland. Apart from its business in Poland the key export 
markets for the company’s products are Germany and the 
UK. Circular economy issues will be increasingly import-
ant for the businesses in the medium to long term.  

Given the sector in which the Company operates, it is rat-
ed as a borderline “B/C” for IFC classification purposes. 

These two companies are now jointly managed under the 
holding company Prime Label Investment Company S.A.

The following IFC Performance Standards are triggered 
by the Prime Label Investment Company S.A. operations:
PS 1: Social and Environmental Assessment and Manage-
ment Systems (applicable to all portfolio companies)                           
PS 2: Labor and Working Conditions (no medium/high 
risks identified)                 
PS 3: Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention (low/
medium risk but circular economy implications)                  
PS 4: Community, Health, Safety and Security (some minor 
health and safety initiatives proposed)

In Drukarnia EMBE Press the following ISO certification is in 
place: ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004, BRC/IOP Global 
Standard for Packaging & Packaging Materials and DPG 
certificate. Chemes possesses ISO 9001:2008 and BRC 
IoP.

At the end of 2019, the combined group had 335 full time 
employees (2018: 303).

PLIC S.A.

SOCIAL

• Drukarnia EMBE Press is still addressing issues raised by an 
internal health and safety review, relating to insufficient social 
space for employees and inappropriate ergonomics at office 
workstations with laptops

• Drukarnia EMBE Press continues to participate in numerous 
charitable and community activities, including purchasing 
equipment for a local school and sponsoring a local ladies’ 
sports team. Chemes is active in supporting local schools
 
• Drukarnia EMBE Press employs 26 workers registered as disa-
bled. Chemes employs 1 disabled person and also cooperates 
with companies providing work for people with disabilities

At the end of 2019, both companies underwent a detailed review by an 
external specialist consulting company, which has recommended a num-
ber of initiatives to be implemented in 2020 relating to some SDG’s, and 
addressing among others recycling, waste (also minimization of hazar-
dous waste), energy management, health and safety and staff training. 
Chemes can draw on the knowledge and experience of Drukarnia EMBE 
Press. Innova will strongly support this knowledge sharing exercise.
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ESG Rating 

The risk rating for the combined group has been established in 2019. 
The main areas of focus for 2020 are to implement revised environ-
mental management systems (ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018), 
reduce risk levels relating to chemicals’ storage and hazardous waste 
and energy efficiency (environmental) and transfer of some of Drukar-
nia EMBE Press’s governance practices to Chemes (governance). If the 
targets are achieved in 2020 then environmental and social risk will 
already be at exit target levels. 

• As at the end of December 2019, the Management Board of Drukarnia EMBE Press 
consisted of two members, both being women. The Production Director is also a woman. 
Drukarnia EMBE Press employs foreigners (Ukrainians) and people with disabilities. 
Both Companies have open gender and diversity policies.  
SDG objective: 5.C Adopt and strengthen sound policies and enforceable legislation 
for the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at all 
levels

• The sustainability and ESG awareness is a little more developed in Drukarnia EMBE 
Press than in Chemes and some synergies can be easily extracted in this area. 
SDG objective: 13.3 Improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional 

capacity on climate change mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning

Enviroment 

Social

Governance

Rating of ESG Risks: 1-10 Low Risk=1 / High Risk=10
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact:
• SDG 8 is mainly employer faced and can be related to occupational health and safety, 
also including sick days.
SDG objective: 8.8 Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working environ-
ments for all workers, including migrant workers, in particular women migrants, and 
those in precarious employment. Chemes to focus mainly on the securing the working 
environment

• SGD 9 focuses on innovations. The goal stresses the development of new products 
tackling the issue with regard to single use plastic and upcoming regulations with regard 
to this matter. 
SDG objective: 9.2 Promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and, by 2030, 
significantly raise industry’s share of employment and gross domestic product, in line 
with national circumstance

• SDG 12 summarizes a sustainable vision for the entire production and value cre-
ation chain. This goal directly relates to an operation in compliance with relevant EHS 
regulation and the intention to reduce waste and increase resource efficiency (circular 
economy). A specific objective also relates to sound management of chemicals, which is 
an open point both at Drukarnia EMBE Press and in Chemes
SDG objective: 12.4 By 2020, achieve the environmentally sound management of chemi-
cals and all wastes throughout their life cycle, in accordance with agreed international fra-
meworks, and significantly reduce their release to air, water and soil in order to minimize 
their adverse impacts on human health and the environment
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Environmental

• The companies monitor electricity, gas and vehicle fuel inputs 
and Optiplaza has recently introduced LED lighting in its office 
premises

• Measures should be implemented to raise awareness of em-
ployees regarding resource conservation and sustainability
 

GOVERNANCE

• Optical Network has a more sophisticated level of governance 
than Optiplaza, therefore improvements in 2020 will be based 
on the former’s experience and practices

E

S

G

 

A restructuring 
process will take 
place in 2020, 
increasing 
the social risk

Company Overview 
Optical Network is the leading retailer of optical products 
in Romania under the brands OPTIblu and Klarmann and 
a dominant distributor on the optics market. It is also a dis-
tributor of optical products (mainly frames, contact lenses 
and sunglasses) in the Romanian market and an operator 
of two online stores. In 2017, the Company moved its HQ 
and warehouse to a 800 m2 new facility located in Bucha-
rest. Optiplaza, operates the second largest chain of retail 
outlets of optical products in Romania under the brands 
Optiplaza and Optica Express. It is assumed that the ma-
jority of the headquarter functions of the two businesses 
will be merged and located at Optical Networks’ offices in 
Bucharest. This implies the limitation of the office facilities 
of Optiplaza. The combined Group will have more than 
100 stores in over 20 towns in Romania.

These two companies are now jointly managed under the 
holding company Optical Investment Group S.A.

Given the sector in which the companies operate, they are 
rated “C” for IFC classification purposes. The overall ESG 
risk is low or very low.

PS 1: Assessment and Management of Environmental and 
Social Risks and Impacts (applicable to all portfolio com-
panies)                           
PS 2: Labor and Working Conditions (no medium/high risks 
identified but retrenchment planned)                 
PS 3: Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention (low risk)                  
PS 4: Community, Health, Safety and Security (low risk)

At the end of 2019, the company had 635 full time employ-
ees (2018: 602). 

SOCIAL

• OIG stores are equipped with modern appliances as well as 
qualified personnel represented by opticians, optometrists, op
hthalmologists and sales advisors. The group maintains good 
working conditions with new office facilities and shops

• The nature of the services and products has an impact on the 
optical health of its customers and therefore qualified medical 
staff are required with a significantly higher level of training than 
standard retail

• Health and safety is treated seriously but more from the per-
spective of hygiene and cleanliness - the number of recorded 
accidents in the business is zero

• A restructuring process will take place in 2020, which will intro-
duce temporary increase in the level of social risk

• Own brand products are sourced from China. Company re-
presentatives have visited the suppliers of these products but 
formal checks or audits of these suppliers have not been carried 
out to date

Optical 
Investment 

Group
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ESG Rating 

The risk rating has only been completed at the end of 2019. The risk 
levels are slightly higher than would normally be anticipated in such 
a business as the risk management in all three areas is not really de-
veloped yet. The environmental risk relates mainly to ESG awareness 
among the employees and possible waste management relating to 
circular economy issues. Given the restructure planned in 2020, the 
chance of reducing the level of social risk seems unlikely. There is a 
number of governance initiatives, which can be executed relatively 
quickly and the enhancement of governance levels in Optiplaza to 
those in Optical Networks should be sufficient to achieve the targeted 
risk rating for 2020. 

• OIG operates broadly in health care and therefore enfranchising access to good 
optical care at affordable prices is a business and ESG objective.
SDG objective: 3.8 Achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protec-
tion, access to quality essential health-care services and access to safe, effective, quality 
and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all

• The networks have strict training requirements for all staff to ensure that customer 
service is delivered to an optimal level.
SDG objective: 4.4 By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who 
have relevant skills, including technical and vocational skills, for employment, decent 
jobs and entrepreneurship

• The business gender balance is heavily skewed towards women therefore it is actively 
empowering females to enter the sector. The CEO of Optical Network is female.
SDG objective: 5.C Adopt and strengthen sound policies and enforceable legislation 
for the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at 
all levels

Enviroment 

Social

Governance
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Already realizing positive impact:

Potential future positive impact: • Sustainability and ESG awareness are still at quite a low level in the organization 
and can be raised quickly by quite straightforward training programs and some other 
measures
SDG objective: 13.3 Improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional 
capacity on climate change mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning
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                                                                    EXIT 
                                                                                        (TARGET)

Environment

Energobit                         5,00   3,57   4,00 
Bakalland                         4,00   4,20   3,00 
PEKAES                            4,00   5,11   3,00 
Trimo                                 3,53             3,54   3,00 
Netsprint                          2,20   2,19   2,00 
PeP                       3,09   2,61   2,00 
Flokk (Profim)  4,53   4,57   3,00 
Average Innova/5  3,76   3,68   2,86 
Inelo / OCRK  2,00   2,49   2,00 
Oshee                       3,10   4,08   3,00 
PLIC S.A.                          3,91   3,91   3,00 
CS Group                       2,45   2,45   2,00 
OIG                        2,33   2,33   2,00 
Average Innova/6  2,76   3,05   2,40 
Average Innova  3,34   3,42   2,67                    

Social
 
Energobit                       5,00   4,45   4,00 
Bakalland                       6,00   4,04   4,00 
PEKAES                       5,00   5,94   4,00 
Trimo                       3,77   3,54   3,00 
Netsprint                       3,77   5,18   3,00 
PeP                       3,29   3,99   2,00 
Flokk (Profim)  5,70   6,20   4,00 
Average Innova/5  4,65   4,76   3,43 
Inelo / OCRK  3,00   3,30   2,00 
Oshee                        3,19   3,47   3,00 
PLIC S.A.                        3,47   3,47   3,00 
CS Group                        4,84   5,07   3,00 
OIG                        3,94   3,94   2,00 
Average Innova/6  3,69   3,85   2,60 
Average Innova  4,25   4,38   3,08 

Governance 
Energobit                        6,00   6,30   4,00 
Bakalland                        4,00   4,65   3,00 
PEKAES                        3,00   3,45   3,00 
Trimo                        5,15   4,65   3,00 
Netsprint                        7,55   7,15   4,00 
PeP                        5,65   3,99   3,00 
Flokk (Profim)  5,30   5,30   3,00 
Average Innova/5  5,24   5,07   3,29 
Inelo / OCRK  5,00   5,30   3,00 
Oshee                       4,85   5,15   3,00 
PLIC S.A.                       4,58   4,53   3,00 
CS Group                       5,55   5,50   3,00 
OIG                       5,05   5,05   3,00 
Average Innova/6  5,01   5,11   3,00 
Average Innova  5,14   5,08   3,17

[ scale of 1-10: low risk = 1 / high risk = 10 ]

ESG Risk Rating Summary

ENTRY        CURRENT
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5.
INNOVA 
CAPITAL’S
RESPONSIBLE
INVESTING 
POLICY

Innova Capital’s 
Code of Conduct 
contents:

      
     Introduction
The objective of this part of the document is to state the 
requirements of personal conduct and business practi-
ce for all Innova employees and investment professio-
nals as well as the board of directors of Innova related 
companies and Investment Committee members (“Su-
pervised Persons”). 

The code contains guidance in the areas of responsi-
ble investing, ethical behavior, personal integrity and 
compliance with Innova Capital’s Seven Core Values 
which have not changed since inception. The Code of 
Conduct sets high ethical standards and requirements 
for all who act on behalf of Innova Capital.

Acting within the rules of law of every jurisdiction in 
which Innova Capital operates is a priority. 
As a member of the Invest Europe Association (ex-EV-
CA), Innova Capital is obliged to observe the Associa-
tion’s Code of Conduct, which offers detailed guidance 
with regard to issues requiring exercise of professional 
judgment in a typical private equity environment. Inno-
va Capital seeks to set consistently high standards of 
ethical behavior. The Invest Europe’s Code provides a 
formal basis for Innova’s principles of ethical behavior 
and the procedures for encouraging conduct in line 
with the Code while discouraging practices or actions 
not in line with the Code.

Introduction

 

Innova Capital 

Seven Core Values

 

Innova Capital 

Conflict of Interest Policy

 

ESG Assessment and Management 

System ReportingE S G
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# Integrity
In life and in business it is advisable to interact with other pe-
ople on the assumption that you will meet and do business 
with them at least one more time. 
Clarity, reliability and honesty are useful attributes when es-
tablishing a basis of integrity. It may be difficult, but also in 
times of conflict and dispute these qualities should be main-
tained. Superior individual and collective skill is always prefe-
rable and will succeed in the long run over attempts at mani-
pulation and deception. To err is human and mistakes should 
be recognized promptly and managed rather than avoided.

The main principles outlined by Invest Europe’s Code and incorporated 
in Innova’s own Code of Conduct are:

# Keeping promises
A legal obligation should not be necessary in order to ensure 
that promises are kept. Promises should be given the same 
weight as written contracts. However promises must be cle-
arly communicated and both sides involved have a duty to 
ensure that the counterparty understands the promise made 
and accepted. Equally making empty promises is unethical. 
If there are good reasons to believe that the promise cannot 
be kept, then it should not be made.

# Conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest should be diligently identified and di-
sclosed to all parties concerned. Certain conflicts may be 
governed by contractual arrangements and processes have 
been developed to deal with them. However members of 
the managing board of an organization should always be 
alert for new potential conflicts of interest and they must be 
communicated to the appropriate parties. The appropriate 
party would be the Compliance Officer if no other party is 
specified.

# Playing by the rules
This may be regarded as the same as obeying the law but 
from an ethical point of view the spirit as well as the letter 
of the law needs to be respected. In addition different coun-
tries and different cultures have different, not always written, 
rules and these also should be respected.

# Maintain confidentiality
Fund managers and portfolio companies regularly have ac-
cess to sensitive market information from various sources 
and such information should not be disclosed inappropriately.

 

# Not harming 
the reputation of private 

equity industry 
Competitive advantage is a key to success in business but it 
should be earned and used in a responsible manner without 
inflicting damage or harm.
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Innova Capital
Seven Core Values

Drive for Success
We seek situations where we and executive 
management can develop a clear vision and share 
the single-minded determination to achieving it.

Mental Agility
Drive and commitment are blunt instruments 
unless thoughtfully directed. We work to
develop creative “win-win” solutions that 
will get all stakeholders behind our efforts.

We recognize that 
there are many
paths to success. 
We listen with 
understanding, 
and we communicate 
openly, honestly 
and directly.

We always seek to 
establish aposition of 
power for our portfolio 
companies.  But the 
burden of power lies 
in how you exercise it. 
Our credo for business 
is “do what you should, 
not what you can”.

TEAM WORK
We aspire to create 
an environment in
which exceptional people 
outperform their own 
abilities. This is only 
possible through 
exceptional teamwork.

FUN
We and the management 
teams work hard and
long hours. It has to be 
fun at the same time.

Commitment 
to Excellence
In an intensely competitive
world, excellence in everything 
we do is the only safe haven.

1

3

5 6
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DO 
THE RIGHT 
THINGMUTUAL 

RESCPECT
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    Innova Capital 
    Conflict 
    of Interest Policy
All Supervised Persons will strive to avoid any conflict 
of interest between the interests of the Group (Group 
defined as Innova Capital Limited, its related compa-
nies and funds managed by those) or individual parts 
thereof on the one hand, and personal, professional, 
and business interests on the other. This includes avoid-
ing actual conflicts of interest as well as the perception 
of conflicts of interest.

The purpose of this policy is to protect the integrity of 
the Group’s operations and decision-making process 
and to give stakeholders confidence in its integrity. The 
policy should incorporate practical implementation of 
the relevant clauses referring to conflicts of interest in 
the Limited Partnership Agreements (“LPA”) to which 
Group entities are party. 

Each general partner, investment adviser and its offi-
cers will be guided by good faith judgement as to the 
best interests of the funds and shall take such actions 
as are determined by the general partner or the invest-
ment adviser, as the case may be, to be necessary or 
appropriate to avoid or diminish such conflicts of inter-
est and report them properly in the organization and to 
Advisory Boards/Investor Committees in Innova Funds.

Examples of potential conflicts 
of interest include:

• Any situation in which a fee or expense is charged and 
could be allocated to the investment adviser and/or more 
than one fund.

• Due diligence or other deal expenses, which may need to 
be allocated amongst funds, the investment adviser, co-in-
vestors and/or co-investment vehicles.

• The allocation of co-investment opportunities or invest-
ment opportunities between more than one fund advised 
by the Group.

• Access to non-public information during due diligence 
or portfolio board meetings.

• Relationships with investment bankers and other unaffili-
ated parties for whom contractual incentive measures could 
create conflicts of interest.

• Communication of performance information.

• Valuation methodology can create a conflict, in particular 
if it is not applied consistently and transparently.

• Appointment of relatives or personal acquaintances 
of Supervised Persons.

• Acceptance of inappropriate gifts, including services in 
exchange for favorable treatment.

• Associates with shares or positions of authority in an entity, 
which may be awarded a contract to do work, provide ser-
vices or be the target of an investment target.
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Confidentiality
Strict confidentiality regimes are maintained in all areas of the 
Group, which guards against the use of sensitive information 
against the interests of members of the Group. All supervised 
persons are obliged to sign the confidentiality agreement as 
a part of an advisory or employment agreement. Proprietary 
and confidential information generated and gathered in our 
business is a valuable Innova asset. Protecting this information 
is critical to Innova’s reputation for integrity and its relation-
ship with its clients and ensures compliance with the complex 
regulations governing the financial services industry.

Correct Information, 
Valuation and Reporting
Asset valuation and performance reporting is 
governed by strict reporting and valuation pol-
icies, which are reviewed regularly by multiple 
internal and external parties.

Fair Competition 
and Antitrust Laws
Innova will compete in a fair and ethically 
justifiable manner within the framework 
of the anti-trust and compettion rules in the 
markets in which the Company operates.

Equality and Diversity
Innova will show respect for all individ-
uals and make active efforts to ensure a 
good working environment character-
ized by equality and diversity.

Gifts, Hospitality and Expenses
The purpose of entertainment and gifts in a business setting 
is to create and enhance goodwill and working relationships 
to better serve the Company’s clients and investors, and not to 
gain an unfair business advantage. Specifically, no gift, enter-
tainment, or preferential treatment should ever be solicited, 
provided or accepted by an individual unless (i) it is a non-
cash gift, (ii) it is consistent with customary business practices, 
(iii) it is not excessive, (iv) it cannot be construed as a bribe, 
payoff or kickback, and (v) it does not violate any laws.

Upon appointment to any Group board or staff 
position, an individual may be requested to dis-
close any interests, such as relationships, and 
posts held, which could potentially result in a 
conflict of interest. There is a blanket ban with 
regard to trading by Investment Professionals 
in the shares or financial instruments of any 
publicly quoted or private entity, which is in the 
Group portfolio, may be targeted as a potential 
investment in the near future or is a business 
materially associated with such an entity. 

No one may work on or deal with any matter in 
which they themselves, their spouse, partner, 
close relative, or any other person with whom 
they have close relations, has a direct or indirect 
financial interest.  Nor may the supervised per-
son work on or deal with any matter where there 
are other circumstances that might undermine 
trust in the investment professional’s own im-
partiality or to the integrity of the work. All su-
pervised persons have an obligation to act in 
the best interests of Innova. 

Managing 
Conflict 
of Interest 
Situations

In the course of meetings or activities, board 
members/ investment professionals will disclose 
any interests in a transaction or decision where 
there may be a conflict between the Group’s 
best interests and board members best inter-
ests or a conflict between the best interests of 
two organizations in which the board member/
investment professional is involved. Any such 
disclosure will be noted in minutes and the 
board member may be required to withdraw 
from the meeting or activity.

Any investment being proposed for more than 
one fund within the Group (excluding Friends 
of Innova funds, which always invest in parallel 
to their parent funds) will automatically be re-
ferred to the Advisory Board / Investor Commit-
tee of the relevant funds. 

Asset valuation and performance reporting is 
governed by strict reporting and valuation pol-
icies, which are reviewed regularly by multiple 
internal and external parties.
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Innova Capital generally invests in companies with low 
or medium environmental and social risks. It is there-
fore frequently the case that more value can be created 
for stakeholders of the investee company by focusing 
on governance initiatives. Environmental, social and 
governance are allocated appropriate resources in ac-
cordance to the risk and opportunity assessed. For this 
reason, Innova does not always refer to ESMS because 
this would exclude an important element of the man-
agement system practiced by the Fund Manager.

Innova Capital should be aware of the level of ESG risks 
and opportunities at each individual portfolio company. 
The Group has established a framework of basic issues, 
which must be reviewed during due diligence and mon-
itored during the period of the investment. 

The Fund will test each portfolio company’s 
formal and informal attitude towards:

ESG Assessment
and Management
System Reporting

Env ironmental Issues
• Adherence to environmental 
laws and regulations and any 
risks of non-adherence
• Emissions of noxious 
and greenhouse gases

• Conservation of energy
• Waste treatment
• Water Usage
• Sustainability

Soc ial Concerns
• Health and safety
• Equal rights / diversity
• HR policy
• Supplier monitoring
• Consumer rights
• Redundancy programs
• Local community engagement

Corporate  Governance
• Internal procedures and controls
• Transparency (with regard to reporting)
• Possible exposure to corruption
• Executive compensation
• Ethical code / code of conduct
• Possible exposure to political influence
• Tax and structuring issues
• ESG reporting and management
• Existence of formal polices and 
systems to manage ESG
• Responsibility within company for ESG
• Does the company have a proactive   
approach to ESG opportunites?

E S

G

These topics represent the framework for Innova Capital’s examination of each 
company but the analysis will be tailored for the sector and specific business. At 
all stages of the investment, Innova Capital will use third party expertise to address 
significant problems or opportunities, which require a deeper knowledge of certain 
areas. It also uses Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sector Guidance where appropri-
ate, particularly in areas such as financial services and media, the risk of which would 
normally be perceived as lower than some other sectors.
A clear policy with regard to responsible investing and ESG issues is a completely 
rational business practice. Aside from the reputational benefits, a robust approach
towards responsible investing and ESG over the whole life of the investment cre-
ates value for both our investors and all other stakeholders of the investee companies.
This may be particularly relevant in Central Europe, where many exits are conduct-
ed through sales to strategic investors from Western Europe. A Central European 
business, which meets all the expectations of western investors with regard to ESG 
issues is more likely to generate a premium on divestment.
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• Key ESG issues are identified already at the ‘Deal Alert’ stage where a decision on committing 
resources to a due diligence process needs to be taken. If ESG risks for a particular investment 
do not fit the Innova Capital ESG risk profile then the investment should be rejected at this stage;

• ESG issues are included in the Innova Capital due diligence framework, which is used 
for establishing the due diligence process and briefing advisers;

• If there are significant ESG issues, typically related to specific environmental or social risks, 
these would be examined by specialist advisers;

• There is a separate ESG section in the Deal Status Report (DSR), which is the key document 
for the Investment Committee and General Partner when recommending a new investment. 
This includes risks to be mitigated or perceived opportunities built into the deal base case;
• It is possible, although unusual in practice, that a prospect, having undergone due diligence, 
carries such a significant ESG risk that it would be disqualified from entering the portfolio.

• Additional information is obtained from portfolio companies using a tailored questionnaire 
and interviews with the company. Fund Operations carries out this exercise normally with 
the CFO of the portfolio company and the support of the deal team;

• Using data from the questionnaire and interviews, the ESG risk and opportunity is rated using 
a standard, internally developed scoring system.

• ESG objectives for the life of the investment are established and targets for the current period 
incorporated into the budgeting process;

Pre-investment 
stagE

100 DaY PLAN

The framework of the 100 Day Plan is constructed prior to a decision to proceed 
with closing a transaction. Details are supplied between the signing of binding 
contracts and completion. This means that on completion (or exceptionally already 
earlier) the 100 day plan can be executed immediately.
• A section relating to ESG is included in the 100 Day Plan;

• Responsibility for the execution of ESG objectives, identified during due diligence and quantified 
during the 100 day plan, will be allocated to specific managers and deal team members.

In order to expand and reinforce its activities in this area, 
Innova Capital undertook to expand its policy and re-
porting and became an active signatory to the UNPRI 
program in 2016. In addition the Group takes its obliga-
tions seriously as a member of Invest Europe and specif-
ically the responsibilities with regard to adhering to the 
association’s Code of Conduct. 
This is enhanced by explicit adherence to the principles 
expressed in the UN Global Compact, the UN Guidelines 
Against Corruption and the OECD guidelines for Corpo-
rate Governance. Participation in those initiatives consti-
tutes a formal recognition of Innova Capital’s internal val-
ue set. Another step confirming our focus on ESG issues 
is the creation of this dedicated Responsible Investing 
and ESG Annual Report.

In 2019 the enhancements to ESG 
Procedures included:

Additional resources at fund level allocated to ESG; 

Monitoring of portfolio companies directly by LP’s 
has introduced new areas of enquiry, where there 
had been limited focus previously such as single-use 
plastic, carbon footprint offset, diversity, gender pay 
gap or cybersecurity. It is planned that the scope of 
ESG will be widened in the procedures to deal with 
these and other increasingly important issues;

Innova has implemented a standard set of compre- 
hensive ESG KPI’s for all portfolio companies. This is 
alongside customized KPI’s already being monitored. 
This reflects the increasing interest being shown by 
investors in a wider range of ESG topics and will al-
low Innova to plan and monitor progress more easily;  

For the first time in 2020 the UN Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals are being incorporated into the ESG 
processes at company and fund level.

1

2
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EXIT
• ESG data is included in any vendor due diligence exercise;

• Detailed ESG information and progress with regard to specific issues is available to investors 
and other possible interested parties (insurance, banks, buy side advisors etc.). 

Having already established the levels of risk and opportunities, areas for monitoring 
and improving specific issues and having allocated responsibility, ESG matters are 
treated in the same way as any other part of the business during the investment peri-
od. Goals established during due diligence and the 100 Day Plan are monitored and 
adjusted as required. New issues arising are addressed by the board to which Innova 
Capital will appoint directors and also through ESG reviews carried out directly with 
managers of the company. 

Specific ESG procedures executed during the investment period include:

• Annual setting of a limited number of ESG-related objectives (within the context 
of the overall ESG objectives set in the deal base case);

• Reporting of ESG Key Performance Indicators;

• Inclusion of ESG matters on the agenda of at least two board meetings per year, regardless 
of whether or not specific issues have been identified;

• Holding at least one meeting annually between the Innova Capital CFO (ESG Officer) 
and the responsible company officer of the portfolio company;

• The Fund reporting ESG issues in the quarterly reports to investors and revising objectives 
and ratings on a semiannual basis;

• The Fund producing a detailed annual ESG report, which includes fund level policies 
and short reports relating to ESG issues in the portfolio companies;

POST-investment 
stagE

The generally low/medium ESG risk lev-
els in Innova portfolio companies mean 
that not all Innova team members are 
regularly exposed to critical ESG issues 
due to the lack of significant risks. This 
means that ESG awareness needs to be 
enhanced by training for the team. The 
objective of this training should be to 
ensure that all Innova team members, 
along with designated members of com-
pany management, are able to drive 
independently the risk assessment and 
mitigation processes in the companies 
they supervise. The deal teams should 

also be able to communicate clearly the 
Innova priorities regarding ESG to the 
management teams in portfolio compa-
nies. All team members should be up to 
date with the latest ESG developments 
and best practice.

Despite these issues, the depth of the 
ESG process in Innova means that risk 
assessment remains satisfactory. 
Risk mitigation processes relating to spe-
cific issues in individual companies should 
be enhanced and Innova Partners are di-
rectly involved in this initiative.

3

4

Difficulties and/or constraints related to the implementation 
of the ESG Management System

Exclusion list

Innova confirms that in 2019 no 
portfolio company has  undertak-
en any of the activities listed in the 
IFC/EBRD Exclusion List. There is 
no risk perceived that this situa-
tion could change in 2020.
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6.
GLOBAL 
RESPONSIBILITIES  

About 
the Sustainable 
Development Goals  

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were adopted 
by more than 150 world leaders at the United Nations Sus-
tainable Development Summit in September 2015. 

Innova considers that the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG’s) provide a useful framework for companies 
when formulating their own individual sustainability policies. 
In a time of transition everyone will be impacted by chang-
es rapidly gaining pace. Good business and good citizen-

ship require an active approach from all corporate entities. 
The SDG’s offer a very broad range of goals which apply to 
governments, companies and individuals and each entity 
is called upon to select the key elements to which they can 
contribute. Initiatives already in progress in companies are 
related to the most relevant SDG objectives. For other ob-
jectives, which may be relevant to companies but have not 
yet generated any specific initiatives, Innova has requested 
its companies to consider possible activities, which could be 
implemented. 
Innova encourages every company to implement and moni-
tor a sustainability policy in 2020, which links initiatives to the 
SDG’s. In the portfolio companies’ section of the Annual ESG 
report initiatives in progress are reported along with goals 
and objectives most relevant to the individual company where 
initiatives are still being planned.
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• the ESG risks and opportunities identified 
in individual portfolio companies;

• the progress made to date to mitigate certain risks 
and take advantage of opportunities;

• any important developments in the course 
of the previous year and actions taken to address them;

• confirmation of the Innova ESG rating levels;

• risk mitigating objectives set for the following year;

• SDG’s relevant to individual companies with 
initiatives and related progress

7.
ESG REPORTING 
AND IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT  

In its annual 
ESG Report, 
Innova Capital 
is looking to provide 
a full overview of:

   

 

Innova ESG 
Rating System  
The aim behind the creation of ESG reporting was to 
find a method to provide a measurement of progress 
made during the life of the investment. The introduced 
methodology evaluates the ‘soft’ data gathered as the 
ESG issues are often non-financial and difficult to mea-
sure. The intention was for the process of gathering data 
not to be overly time-consuming for the portfolio com-
panies.

The methodology implemented used a detailed ques-
tionnaire. This has been based on formats used origi-
nally by CDC and Actis but refined to require only ‘yes/
no’ answers from portfolio companies. The question-
naire can generally be completed in one and a half to 
two hours by the portfolio companies. The results are 
then used during a meeting with the companies, when 
the major risks and opportunities are clarified and ad-
ditional information is gathered. Based on these, the 
companies are rated for each environmental, social and 
governance risk. An extract from the rating table is pre-
sented later in this section. 

The categories evaluated are related directly to the 
sections in the detailed questionnaire. The weighting 
factor reflects the importance of certain categories. This was 
agreed using consensus within the Innova Capital inve-
stment and fund operations team and took into account 
both the portfolio and the region in which Innova oper-
ates. The weighting factors are reviewed annually by the 
GP Audit and Risk Management Committees to ensure 
that there are no anomalies and that certain weightings 
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ENVIRONMENT

Compliance with local laws

International environmental 
conventions and standards

Risk Management
Environmental track record

Effluents
Emissions

Resource conservation
Waste management

Water use
Biodiversity

Sensitive forests
Climate change

Supply chain

SOCIAL

Compliance with local laws
Minimum wage
Discrimination

Representation
Vulnerable labour
Human resources
Risk Management

Health and safety track-record
Supply chain

Local communities
Consultations

Cultural matters

Non-local workers 
and remote locations

Retrenchment
Use of security force

Consumer rights
Road safety

GOVERNANCE

Country corruption situation
Business integrity of company

Code of conduct6 
Anti-bribery

Anti-money laundering
Accounting and compliance

Dealings with government

Commitment to good 
corporate governance

Control and risk management
Transparency and disclosure

20%   2 0,40   

 5%   2  0,10 

10%   7  0,70 
15%   3  0,45 
10%   5  0,50 
10%   5  0,50 
 5%   7  0,35 
 5%   5              0,25              0,50 
 5%   3              0,25              0,40 
 4%   3  0,12 
 3%   5  0,15 
 4%   4  0,16 
 4%   5  0,20 

100%  0,50  4,53 

15%   3  0,45 
 5%   6  0,30 
 5%   5              0,25     0,50 
 5%   6  0,30 
 5%   2  0,10 
10%   6  0,60 
10%   7  0,70 
10%   7              0,25  0,95 
 3%   5  0,15 
 3%   6  0,18 
 3%   5  0,15 
 3%   5  0,15 
 3%   4  0,12 

10%              5             0,25               0,75 
  5%    3  0,15 

  5%    3 0,15 
100%                           0,75    5,70 

  5%   3  0,15 

10%   4  0,40 
10%   5  0,50 
10%   5  0,50 
10%   6  0,60 
10%   6  0,60 

  5%   5  0,25 

15%   5  0,75 

15%   7  1,05 

10%   5  0,50 

100%   _  5,30 

RISK 

WEIGHTING 

GENERAL

PROFIM

(RISK 1-10)

SPECIAL 

FACTOR

WEIGHTING 

RATINGKey due diligence areas

have not become more or less important. 
The risk level is then assessed by fund 
operations and agreed with the invest-
ment team responsible for the portfolio 
company. The GP Audit and Risk Manage-
ment Committee is also charged with the 
high-level supervision of the ESG process.

To improve the assessment process, ‘spe-
cial factors’ were introduced. On one hand, 
this introduced a more subjective bias into 
the calculation (in addition to the weight-
ing factors, which have less potential im-
pact on the final score than the special 
factors). On the other hand, the factors 
created better focus on risks and possible 
mitigations or opportunities. 

Consequently, the creation of objectives 
for the business was simplified, and ef-
forts can be made to eliminate some, or 
all, of the special factors. In certain cases 
the special factors would relate more to 
the nature of the business or the sector in 
which it operates. It could therefore have 
a permanent nature, increasing the risk 
of a portfolio company in this particular 
category. 

     The example used in the table 
     presented relates to the entry rating 
     table for one of the Innova/6 business 
     companies. The special factors 
     evaluated in this rating relate to:

     • A specific water usage issue;

     • Unusually relaxed internal 
     procedures  for a company of its size;

The first assessment of each portfolio com-
pany establishes not only an entry rating, 
but also a target ‘exit’ rating. This reflects 
specific and more general objectives, which 
the deal team, fund operations and the co-
mpany establish to achieve during the life 
of the investment. Every six months the cu-
rrent rating is reviewed and reported to in-
vestors in the Innova quarterly report.

 

ENVIRONMENT

Compliance with local laws

International environmental 
conventions and standards

Risk Management
Environmental track record

Effluents
Emissions

Resource conservation
Waste management

Water use
Biodiversity

Sensitive forests
Climate change

Supply chain

SOCIAL

Compliance with local laws
Minimum wage
Discrimination

Representation
Vulnerable labour
Human resources
Risk Management

Health and safety track-record
Supply chain

Local communities
Consultations

Cultural matters

Non-local workers 
and remote locations

Retrenchment
Use of security force

Consumer rights
Road safety

GOVERNANCE

Country corruption situation
Business integrity of company

Code of conduct6 
Anti-bribery

Anti-money laundering
Accounting and compliance

Dealings with government

Commitment to good 
corporate governance

Control and risk management
Transparency and disclosure

3  0.60              20%

3                  0.15  5%

5             0.50              10%
3              0.45              15%
3             0.30              10%
4             0.40              10%
5                   0.25  5%
5                   0.25  5%
5               0.50            0.75  5%
1                   0.04  4%
1                   0.03  3%
5                   0.20  4%
4                   0.16  4%

   0.50           4.08            100%

2                                   0.20             10%
2                   0.10  5%
3                   0.15  5%
5                   0.25  5%
3                   0.15  5%
5                   0.40  8%
5                   0.40  8%
5             0.50              10%
3                  0.09 3%
4                   0.12  3%
4                   0.12  3%

3                   0.09  3%

3                   0.09  3%

2             0.20              10%
1  0.05                5%
4             0.40              10%
4  0.16                4%

               0,00            3.47           100%

3                   0.15  5%
3                                   0.30              10%
6             0.60              10%
4             0.40              10%
4              0.40              10%
4  0.40              10%
3  0.15                5%

6             0.90              15%

5               0.50           1.25              15%

6              0.60              10%

                 0.50           5.15            100%

An Innova/6 
Company
(Risk 1-10)

Special 
Factor

Weighted 
Rating

Weighting 
FactorKey due diligence areas
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8.
ESG Procedures 
Manual

The procedures manual should provide a ‘one-stop 
shop’ for anyone wanting to use or review Innova’s ESG 
processes. The process from pre-investment to exit is 
described in detail, examples of all standard documen-
tation and other tools are provided, Innova lines of ESG 
responsibility and the evaluation process are all clearly 
set out. As in all its activities, Innova welcomes any fe-
edback or comments, which readers may have regar-
ding these procedures.

E S G

E S G

ESG Procedures include 
the following elements:
• ESG policy

• Identification of ESG risks and impacts

• Management programs

• Organizational capacity and competency

• Emergency preparedness and response

• Stakeholder engagement

• Monitoring and review

During the preparation for Innova/6, a decision was taken 
to consolidate all the ESG policy elements into a sin-
gle procedures manual in order to present clearly the 
Environmental and Social Assessment and Manage-
ment System (ESMS).

Any procedures in private equity need to strike a careful 
balance between suppressing the inherently entrepre-
neurial character of investee businesses and the disci-
pline necessary to ensure that certain basic rules and 
standards are applied universally. Innova’s ESG proces-
ses have evolved over a period since the first formal ap-
proach was commenced in 2012. A basic toolkit for the 
team was established and knowhow was disseminated 
to ensure that the risks could start to be more clearly 
identified and reported. The processes have developed 
considerably since 2012 and the ESG Annual Report 
was introduced in 2014 to increase Innova’s transparen-
cy with regard to environmental, social and governan
ce issues. In 2016, Innova became a UNPRI signatory, fur-
ther underlining its commitment to responsible investing.
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Organizational Structure 
and Areas of Responsibility
How ESG works in the Innova Group with a breakdown 
of all the processes and who is responsible for what 
and how those people responsible are evaluated

ESG Guidelines / 
Reference Material
Brief overview of material available from some 
of the ‘movers and shakers’ for ESG 

Reporting
• Quarterly Reporting

Where ESG fits into the investor reporting cycle

• ESG Rating System
Innova’s proprietary risk rating model

• ESG Annual Report
The report that brings everything together

Investment Appraisal 
and Management
• Pre-Investment Stage
ESG sections in the various deal reports and how 
ESG is built into the due diligence and investment 
decision process

• 100 Day Plan
Confirmation of key issues and full ESG action plans 
for the life of the investment

• Portfolio Management
Monitoring, managing and reporting ESG through 
the life of the asset in the portfolio

• Exit
Appropriate ESG documentation available 
to buyers on Innova’s exit

United Nations Principles 
for Responsible Investing 
(UNPRI)
Description of Innova’s responsibilities 
and tasks related to its position as a UNPRI signatory

The full Innova ESG Procedures 
Manual is available on request.

Appendices
ESG Portfolio Company Questionnaire
ESG Risk Rating Table
ESG Quarterly Reporting Template 

The sections in the ESG 
Procedures Manual cover 
the following topics:
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9. DISCLAIMER
This document is providing general information about lnnova Capital. This document is not intended to be 

and does not constitute a recommendation, offer, solicitation or invitation to subscribe, and is not intended 

for distribution or use, in any jurisdiction where it would be contrary to applicable laws, regulations or direc-

tives. Prospective investors should make their own inquiries and consult their own professional advisers as 

to the applicable laws in any particular jurisdiction and the consequences arising from a contravention of 

them at any relevant time. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of applica-

ble securities law. While every care has been taken in preparing this document, except as required by law, 

none of lnnova Capital entity or their associates makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or  

completeness of any statement, including, without limitation, any forecasts, or takes any responsibility for 

any loss or damage suffered as a result of any omission, inadequacy or inaccuracy. This document does not 

purport to be complete, does not necessarily contain all information which a prospective  investor  would  

consider  material,  and  has been prepared without taking account of any particular person’s objectives, financial 

situation or needs.

Accordingly, the information in this document should not form the basis of any investment decision. A per-

son should, before making any investment decision, consider the appropriateness of the information, and 

seek  professional  advice,  having regard to the person’s objectives, financial situation and needs. This docu-

ment is provided to you strictly on a confidential basis and the information contained in it must be kept stric-

tly confidential (with the exception of providing it to your professional advisors who are also contractually 

and/or professionally bound to keep it confidential} and may not be reproduced or redistributed (in whole 

or in part} or otherwise made available to any other person in any format without the express written consent 

of lnnova Capital. All information contained in this document, unless otherwise specified,  is  current  at  the  

date of publication and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently be-

comes  available, or circumstances existing or changes occurring after that date. By accepting a copy of this 

document, you agree to be bound by the limitations, terms and conditions set out in this notice.
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